
                      Year 6 Newsletter Summer 2022 
 

 

I cannot believe that it is already the final term of Year Six! The children have worked incredibly hard to 

get ready for the SATs and have the opportunity to make themselves very proud with the progress they 

have made over their time at Lanesend.   We are incredibly proud of their kindness and talents in so 

many areas.          

The Curriculum 

This term’s topic is called ‘Another Brick in the Wall’. During this 

topic we will be exploring the Big Question ‘Walls: A barrier or a 

challenge to overcome?’ The curriculum will include opportunities 

to investigate in science and to create in art and design. Our history 

and geography focus will be learning about Ancient China.  We will 

be using our mathematical skills to solve problems and for mini-

projects.  We will also be creating a portfolio of Writing, as at the 

end of the year we will be moderating the children’s work and assessing the level that they have 

reached, before they move up to their secondary schools. 

This term, PE will be taught on Friday afternoons.  We also have several visitors this term to help make 

the last term at Lanesend a truly memorable one. This includes, Spanish students, songwriters, who the 

children are going to work with to write and perform a leaver’s song, and secondary teachers, who will 

be meeting pupils for transition and running workshops with them. There will also be an opportunity for 

some children to have swimming lessons.  

Equipment and Clothing 

Make sure your child stays clean and fresh by encouraging them to wash regularly and to wear 

deodorant, in Year 6 some children also need reminders to continue brushing their teeth twice a day as 

well! Head lice continue to visit our classes, so please check your child’s hair and treat if necessary. 

Please can you remind your child that no toys or pencil cases should be brought in please, (including 

fidget toys), unless this has been arranged specifically to address the need for an individual and 

arranged with your child’s class teacher or another member of staff. Children should be wearing school 

uniform every day, just as they will be expected to at secondary school.  This includes wearing a school 

zoodie or slip – if children need another layer because they are chilly, we are happy for them to wear a 

coat. Please help them to prepare for secondary school expectations for uniform by helping them to 

follow our school rules.  Please let us know if there is a particular difficulty on any day with your child’s 

uniform. 

   

 

 

 



 

Reading Books. 

Did you know that children who read regularly grow up to earn more and are happier? Your child 

should be reading every single day. This could be any book of their choice or an online reading platform 

such as Reading Eggs.  There are so many fantastic books and magazines to explore! Some books which 

might help with transition are : ‘Go Big: The Secondary School Survival Guide’, by Matthew Burton,  

‘Being Miss Nobody’ by Tamsin Winter, ‘Splash’ by Charlie Howard, ‘You are Awesome’ by Matthew 

Syed & Toby Triumph and ‘Can you See Me’ by Libby Scott and Rebecca Westcott. Reading fiction books 

about transition can really help children to feel more secure themselves. 

  

Important Dates  

SATs week beginning Monday 9th May 2022 - Please ensure that you plan for your child to be in school 

during this important week. 

Leaver’s Assembly  - Thursday 21st July 

France/Island Project Week – Friday 22nd July – Monday 25th July 

Last day of term – Tuesday 26th July  

The secondary schools will contact families directly regarding transition days. 

SATs week 

Children will sit papers in Reading; Spelling, Grammar and Punctuation; Arithmetic and Maths 

Reasoning. Where possible, children will be in their normal classrooms or in small groups supported by 

familiar adults. Some children will have one to one support if this is a recognised need which they have 

had throughout their time at Lanesend.  

 

Many thanks for your continued support, we are really looking forward to enjoying a relaxed summer 

term. 

The Year 6 Team    

 


